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What is Dynamic Range

𝐷𝑅 =
𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛



How it is created

1. Artistically
• Paint, chiaroscuro, dodging and burning

2. Algorithmically and/or automatically
• Tone mapping

• Multiple exposures

• Spatial-image processing



Artistically

• Paint examples

• Film photography examples

• Digital photography examples



Gerald van Honthorst’s “The Childhood of Christ”, 1620, Hermitage. Photograph © The
State Hermitage Museum. Photo by Vladimir Terebenin, Leonard Kheifets, Yuri Molodkovets.



Claude Monet’s “Camille and Jean on a Hill”, 1875 
National Gallery Washington, Mellon Collection.



The multiple exposure idea



Baldus’s “Cloisters of the Church of St. Trophime, Arles”, 1853, University of Texas,
Austin, made from 10 paper negatives.



The Tone Scale Curve

• Mees (1920) The Fundamentals of Photography 
(first edition)

• He used tone - reproduction curve to replace 
the term “H&D curve”

• In today’s terminology, a tone scale curve is the 
equivalent of a one-dimensional lookup table 
(1D LUT) that converts light on the camera’s 
image plane to the camera’s output digits.



The Tone Scale Curve

Mees’s tone scale response to different intensities of light

https://www.nfsa.gov.au/preservation/preservation-glossary/characteristic-curve


Just Noticeable Difference 
(JND) and gamma



Ansel Adam’s zone system

Adams’ example of zones found in a scene. Areas in the print are shown to correspond to 
zones on the top of the print. © The Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust



Dynamic range compression

• Controlling the capture of useful information

• Optimizing the storage of the scene 
information

• Spatial image processing to avoid trading off 
improvements in one part of the tone scale for 
degradation in another
• Dodging/burning, or spatial image processing, 

reconstruct the image content to preserve local 
detail while fitting the HDR world into the LDR 
rendition

Adams, 1963; 1979; 1983b; Sexton, 1990;1994



Dynamic range compression

• Early systems set out to mimic human vision’s 
example (spacial) of capturing HDR 
information and rendering it in LDR media

• later HDR algorithms mimicked film by 
reverting to multiple exposures, and universal 
tone scales with pixel-based image processing

• today, there is interest in using spatial-image 
processing to make the best renditions of HDR 
scenes

McCann, John J., and Alessandro Rizzi. The art and science of HDR imaging
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https://skylum.com/aurorahdr
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HDR limits



𝜌(𝜆) =
𝐿(𝜆)

𝐸(𝜆)

A tone scale curve cannot make a single 
input value n both white and black
It is not possible to separate illumination from reflectance

HDR limits



McCann J, “John at Yosemite”, Annual Meeting of the Society of Photographic 
Scientists and Engineers (1984)

HDR limits



Color constancy

The more the DR, the less the appearance of a scene 
corresponds to its reflectance

LDR HDR 

HDR limits



Simulating an HDR scene

McCann, J. J., & Rizzi, A. (2007). Camera and visual veiling glare in HDR images

HDR limits



Fixed 16s exposure

HDR limits



HDR limits



When multiple exposure fails

HDR limits



Glare

• The reason why camera digits cannot 
represent accurate scene radiances

• Scene Content controls Glare

• Glare controls darker digits

• Multiple exposures cannot increase range 
beyond glare limit

• Cannot be removed by calculation*

*ISO 9358: 1994 Standard (1994) Optics and Optical Instrument: Veiling Glare of Image Forming Systems. Definitions and 
Methods of Measurement. International Organization for Standardization, Geneva. 

HDR limits



Glare

• We can’t use images for quantitative scene 
radiance measurements

• It does not prohibit qualitative and relativistic 
analyses (photography, cinematography, 
shapes, edge detection, object recognition)

• It also occurs in the in the human eye

• How does the Human Vision System respond?

HDR limits



HVS and Glare

HDR limits



Scene
1,000,000:1

Retina
100:1

Appearance
1,000:1

Spatial glare Spatial contrast

HVS and Glare

HDR limits

Rizzi A & McCann J (2009) Glare-limited appearances in HDR images, J. Soc. Info. Display 17/1, 3-12. 
McCann J & Rizzi A (2009) Retinal HDR images: Intraocular glare and object size,J. Soc. Info. Display 

17/11, 913-920. 



SCA – Spatial Color Algorithm

• Retinex

• STRESS

• QBRIX Retinex algorithm



HDR Mecca, Stanford 

Handheld, 1 exposure 



The camera pipeline

• Scene → capture on calibrated sensor →
camera firmware enhancement (E)
• Types of E: demosaic and sharpen, color balance, 

color enhance, color management, tone scale, 
compression

• Camera makers do not want accurate 
reproductions





LibRAW data extraction



LibRAW data extraction



Display referred – Scene 
referred
• 8-bits per channel are more 

than enough to show an 
image or a video

• More bits can be used to have 
more control during post-
production

• “Scene linear”

• Color standards and color
management

Scene ref

Display ref



360° HDR panorama demo

https://polyhaven.com/a/wide_street_01




SCA in action (GIMP)



Exposure in post-production



On a 3D software



Computational photography

Apple Event — September 14, 2021

▶Why New iPhone Cameras are NOT as Good as You Think

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EvGOlAkLSLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EvGOlAkLSLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gXSLJfwfwk


Aurora HDR

https://skylum.com/aurorahdr
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